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Manufacturing

Manufacturers of capital and consumer goods are enhancing their brands through a 
wide range of our services. They’re getting their products out faster with just-in-time 
printing of highly customised product support documentation, and through document 
digitisation to avoid delays in critical processes. 

They’re freeing up money for new product development by outsourcing accounts  
payable. They’re also substantially reducing costs and improving sustainability and 
productivity through our managed print services.



Save with a Single Global Enterprise Print Service
Global Chemical Company

Challenge Solution Results
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Implement a consistent managed print/-
copy/ scan/fax service across some 50 
countries to reduce costs and improve 
control and consistency.
Use 14 production centres in six countries 
more effectively.
Meet sustainability requirements.
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A worldwide fully managed enterprise print 
service with a single global contract.
Rationalisation of devices.
New print capabilities including secure print.
Electronic job submission to production 
centre.
24-hour support globally.
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$21 million projected savings in print costs 
over the five-year contract.
99.5% device availability.
22% improvement in reliability metrics.
99.6% satisfaction rating for production 
centres.
43% energy savings on office printing and 
1.4 million lbs per year reduction in CO2 
emissions (US).

$21m
Projected savings over five years

Country

Cost reduction

Global

Key Customer Benefits

Environment

End-user productivity



Deliver Personalised Product Manuals
Danfoss Power Electronics

“Quality documentation is critical to the impression our 
products make. Xerox frees us to focus on our products, 
safe in the knowledge that the handling and printing of 
documentation is taken care of.”
Thorbjørn Hansen, Head of Global Logistics, Danfoss Power Electronics

Country
Denmark

Challenge Solution Results
Produce highly customised product manuals 
on demand, to enable Danfoss to ship highly 
customised power control systems within 
24-48 hours of order.
Take no more than 20 minutes to print and 
deliver each manual to the correct product 
package.
Do so without fail, 24 hours a day.

A completely automated document production 
facility tailored to the Danfoss manufacturing 
process, delivering >4,500 document variants in 
up to 30 languages on demand.
Five print lines to ensure production without 
fail.
Use of intelligent software, barcodes, RFID and 
robotics to ensure correct document production 
and delivery.

Better customer experience of Danfoss products 
through manuals customised to match specific 
customer product configurations and reflect 
customer language choices.
Print and delivery of manuals to product 
packages within 20 minutes: no holdup of 
orders.
>99% achievement of document production 
Service Level Agreements.
Elimination of document stocks with      
on-demand print.
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Regain Control after Growth through Acquisition
International Forest Products Company

25%
Cost savings per year

Challenge Solution Results
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Drive down cost of printing across Europe 
caused by post-acquisition inefficiencies.
Improve service to European sites in remote 
areas affected by climate and communication 
issues.
Re-focus on core business, leaving print and 
contract management to a single third-party 
supplier.

Implementation of policy to standardise and 
optimise printing environment.
Printer fleet rationalisation to 4,000 devices, 
including provision for backup systems, mobile 
printers and production units.
Single service level agreement across 14 
countries and support in five languages.
Consolidated and simplified billing system, 
with highly granular reporting.

25% cost savings per year.
50% reduction in printer fleet.
Machine downtime reduced to virtually zero.
Internal resources free to focus on core 
business.
Streamlined business process thanks to 
better billing and reporting.
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Achieve Social Objectives with Carbon-Neutral Print
OGMA – Aviation Company

“This programme meets the values that underpin all 
our responsibility policies, creating business value for 
customers and the community, thus making a genuine 
contribution to a sustainable future for all.”
Sandra Costa, Head of Social Responsibility Projects, OGMA

Country
Portugal

Challenge Solution Results
Deliver an office print programme that, in 
addition to delivering cost savings and 
helping employees to be productive with 
their time, is as close to carbon-neutral as 
possible.

Fully managed print service to improve efficiencies 
and reduce energy, paper and consumables use, 
production of waste and overall carbon emissions.
Continual analysis of OGMA’s print volumes to 
assess the total carbon footprint associated with it.
A joint Xerox-OGMA ‘Carbon-Free Print’ 
programme that supplements the print service 
with tree-planting to offset any emissions.

A carbon-neutral print programme that helps 
OGMA achieve its corporate responsibility 
objectives.
1,500 trees planted in 2011 by Xerox and 
OGMA employees.
Cost reductions and efficiency improvements.
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Create a Blueprint for Enterprise Efficiency
Carillion – Integrated Support Services Company

£600k
Saved in first six months

Challenge Solution Results
Reduce costs and increase efficiency of 
document production.
Address under and over-use of large mixed 
population of office equipment.
Repeat success across acquired businesses.

Cohesive, enterprise-wide document production 
strategy.
Online asset tracking system to monitor the 
population of machines.
Blueprint for greater efficiency and productivity, 
that’s ready to apply to new acquisitions.

Reduction of Carillion fleet from 3,000 
printers and copiers to 800 desktop printers 
and 450 multifunctional devices – a 
60%cut.
Savings of over £600,000 in first six 
months.
Greater control and increased efficiency 
during subsequent acquisition activity.
Lower burden of administration and overall 
costs.
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Flexibility and scalability



Service Helicopters Quicker with Better Processes
AgustaWestland – Helicopter Manufacturer

“Rigorous management of documentation is essential to 
safety in aeronautics. Now we no longer have to worry 
about helicopters being stranded on the ground for want 
of the proper documents.”
Luca Maragnani, Head of Material Service Delivery, AgustaWestland

Country
Italy

Challenge Solution Results
Resolve aircraft-on-the-ground (AOG) 
situations, within contractual deadlines, to 
maintain customer confidence and avoid 
loss of revenue.
To do so, prevent delays in shipping spare 
parts caused by an inability to locate 
associated required documents sufficiently 
quickly and reliably.
Comply with aviation authority data  
requirements.

A document scanning and management 
system that allows for instantaneous   
digitisation, upload and subsequent finding  
of parts documentation.
Integration of the solution with    
AgustaWestland’s ERP system to enable  
extraction of reliable document metadata.
Security features to ensure that only   
authorised personnel can digitise documents.

One minute to upload documents, compared 
with 15 days before.
80% reduction in document search time due to 
better metadata.
Alignment with AgustaWestland’s integrated 
logistics strategy.
Scalable solution with option to expand to 
other business areas.
Compliance with aviation authority data 
requirements.
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Simulate the benefits and cost savings of the desired future state
European Industrial Group

35%
TCO Savings Using Assessments

Challenge Solution Results
• • •
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Move the customer from a technology 
contract to an MPS contract.
The customer had a complex environment: 
multiple sites, multiple suppliers and local 
agreements.
The customer lacked knowledge and control 
over their print environment and needed costs 
to be more predictable.
The customer needed to be convinced that 
Xerox would be able to deliver the most 
optimum design and best value. An assess-
ment was essential to achieve this.

An assessment of the customer’s print environ-
ment was conducted across multiple countries 
and sites. Work included a review of print 
devices, an analysis of the cost and environ-
mental impact and the creation of an output 
strategy.
Using Asset DB, 1268 devices were discovered: 
358 MFDs and 893 printers. Data collection 
using Asset DB also limited the need for 
assumptions and enabled the design of a fully 
optimised future state.

An optimised future state was agreed with 
the customer, reducing the number of MFDs 
from 358 to 354 and reducing the number of 
printers from 893 to 372. Optimising the 
print fleet incurred a reduction of 35% of the 
annual TCO.
Xerox now manages the entire print fleet and 
signed up a significant new MPS customer 
without going to tender. 
The agreement also included the implemen-
tation of Xerox® Secure Print Manager Suite 
and Xerox® Mobile Print Solution.
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